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Passing a function as a parameter
in C# I would like to pass function
as a parameter in this code: public

struct EndFunction { public
endPoint endPoint(ref value); }
However, the caller will then be

able to access any public member
of the struct. Is there any other
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way to do this? A: No, this is
explicitly disallowed. [A]ll access to

the members of a type is
considered "access to the type".

[...] This restricts what can be done
with respect to a type. For

example, the compiler will not let
one member be accessed if

another member is accessed, even
if the other member is public.

[access-modifiers] You can use
delegate types to achieve what
you want. public delegate void

EndFunction(ref int value); public
struct EndFunction { public
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EndFunction EndPoint; } public
static void Something(EndFunction

func) { // do something. } void
Test() { int x = 0 6d1f23a050
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